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Snow covered benches. Naked trees. A frozen pond. The howling of the ice-cold wind. This barren imagery of 
a park in January made me remember all the destinies I’ve toyed with... All the dreams I’ve crushed... All the 
people I’ve killed... And for what? Fame? Recognition? My own vanity? No. What I wanted was to play God... 
And I liked it.
A message from my editor interrupted my train of thought: Where are you? Your book promotion is about to start 
and we can’t begin without the writer.
On my way towards the park exit, I absorbed the serenity of this winter landscape one last time. During that 
time, only one question plagued my mind:
Does it ever snow in Hell?                                                                                                                      – Uroš Stanimirović

Jen, you are eager
to win this tricky battle

against the cold spell
and finally start to settle.

Jen, you are easy
to love and sometimes hate,

don’t let yourself down,
it will be over soon, this date.

Jen, you are earrings
made of sunny ice,

but it will melt, oh yes,
hon, you won’t exist twice.

Jen, you are even
as sweet as morning cake

combined with a cup of tea
while looking at the frozen lake.

Jen, you are impatient,
but you come first to me

in this colorful line
from the mountains to the sea.

Jen, you are inside
of this little being

and it will be very sad
when you start leaving.

– Neira Lojić

Has he who hates the winter seen
The lady walking through the night
With her dress of spectral sheen,
Her hair of woven starlight?

Has he who hates the winter heard
The tunes, the silver bells,
The melody, the silent word,
Her ode to winter spells?

He who hasn’t cannot know
Of her beauty true and grace,
Of the charms she has to show,
That she bears another face.

Hair adorned with blossoms white,
Wreathed in a crown divine,
She treads slowly in dim light,
Her gaze icy, crystalline.

When the gongs of midnight knell,
She wakes fair yet fierce and wild;
Yesteryear has said farewell,
She is the new year’s firstborn child.

– Jelena Kalaba
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Your eyes are never getting old.
  When I look at them,
    I see all the winters we have spent together,
      every special February that we have shared,
        our memories, happiness and sorrows,
      the souls that become richer with each snowflake,
    poetry, the shimmering of your smile...
  Time is relative...
It is measured by the way we treasure it...

     – Vladana Ivanov

For your love I killed
Everything about myself
But the one kernel
Remaining in my brain
Untouched by your loathsomeness
Awake, alert, aroused
Ready to kill
You
 – Brenda Carson

drunk –
the state that beats all states.
cigar in my hand, night, snow...
strangely, I don’t feel cold.

deluded by your presence I cannot grasp,
I miss
everything you are.

your lips, hands around my waist, cheeks,
eyes, eyelids,

eyelashes (even the three from your right eye I never
had the chance to meet),

hands, breasts, waist,
thighs, legs,

your feet walking close to my feet,
and your breath;
I crave it, dream of it,
imagine it taking form in the nights
when I can’t see a thing
and becoming a poem I could never
write.

you numb me!

present, not present. all the same.
you kill the voices

the poet

      you kill the prophet...
I am human again.

– Kushtrim Thaqi
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Safe from the cold
– but barely so,

some old icicles still latch on
too sharp to shed,

will it end?
Can it end?

Stumbling your way
dead end to dead end

Growing colder
with the fragments that won’t

melt
– Nevena Todorović

Mainly for being gentle and wise,
Armored with flowers in disguise,
Ready to bud, spring and rise,
Child of warmth in shape and size
Happens to bring joy to our lives.

March with a spring in his step
And all the power of revival
Refreshes seasons for another lap,
Clinging to clutch at survival.
Hosting the nature to reawake,

Ending the torment of winter’s shake,
Sun gives March a golden shake.

In every year,
Needless to say,
The nature sings
Ode to May.

This isn’t fair,
Here is the reason:
Every year needs March for spring season!

Spring starts,
Present in parts,
Reborn
In Marches’ hearts.
Nothing could blossom without a bud,
Good March raises the nature from mud.

– Milica Resimić

O, mighty March,
gather your frosty troops and saddle your bitter horses,
swoop down in your icy chariot over the land that fell asleep,
the land that buzzed and greened and budded,
the land that hoped, the land that dreamed.
Cover the endless meadows and hushed cities,
cut through the flesh and bones, freeze and bite,
put on your white coat and sit steadily on your throne,
remind them that nothing is as it seems,
that pretence and indifference bring forward stiffness,
empty minds and frozen hearts.

Icicles ring in thin air, bells chime and snowflakes heavily fall,
cleanliness cloaks the desolate land and bereft people.
White blindness or blinded by whiteness?

Stop… and listen.
– Jelena Spasić
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We all have a story about family dinners and I am no different. A few years ago, 
I invited my family to our home for Easter dinner. My daughter and I cooked 
for 15 people. Once the food was placed in the centre of the table, it was like 
people waiting anxiously in line for the doors to open for a Black Friday sale. 
With forks in hand, they were ready to grab everything they could. I didn’t even 
get a chance to sit in my chair. I ended up watching everyone devour their kill. 
There was no meaningful toast, no words exchanged.
Dinner is a serious thing at my house.

– Ramona Ivanović

With a single thud came April rain and washed away the stories I’d left on the leaves of the conifer outside my 
window. The downward flow brought back memories not so far gone. Memories of two pairs of hands encircling 
a field of viridian green, a breeze subtly whispering the tall grass into motion, beckoning with a voice which 
spelled safety and encouraged a hopeful to confide in it. When the light morning mist lingers on my eyelids, I 
imagine I am breathing the air brought by that comforting breeze. I wish I had a bottled ray of sunshine from a 
certain day in April, when I wished I could have caught the first raindrop before it touched the ground.

– Filip Čolović

A demon you were,
Patiently awaiting the
Ripening of my soul
Inexcusable as it was
Lingering in the shadows

Feasting on my anguish
Openly opposing my wishes,
Outstandingly omitting reason to
Leave me unharmed

In a world of fabrication.

Woeful was my surrender
Another year I couldn’t take –
Surely not another April...

Nightmares awoke me,
Offering me a proper,
Wonderfully sterile prison

In an instant I became translucent

Staggering forward
I proclaim freedom
Murky as it is,
Preemptively predicting
Life’s looming punishment.
Yet, one thing is for sure:

An April fool I am no more
Mostly.

– Isidora Alimpić
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MAY Her powerful moan
in the Beltane fire,
In the hour
of nature’s birth,
While all the grass
sighs and perspires,
Pulls the year
into a braid,
As God Almighty
is deflowered
By this very
mistress, May.

      – Ružica Račić

The flowers are blooming
With petals for grooming,
The birds songs a-singing

What joy they are bringing
This wonderful month of May.

Aromas abounding,
Exquisite, astounding,

And all I am doing
Is wandering and viewing;

I must have some fun this May.

“Surely”, I’m pondering,
“Time I am squandering,

I might use chasing
A girl for embracing;

I won’t spend my May in dismay.”

Where shall I go hunting
–Oh, I meant confronting–
A spring girl for kissing

Whom now I am missing,
To spend with the month of May.

To parks I am heading,
Whence all spring is spreading,

Its colours extending,
My romance impending;

This wonderful month of May.

– Vladimir Samolovac

You were never supposed to die.
If I ever did imagine you disappearing from this world – it was to be a slow descent into obscurity. It meant 
you fading into the background of history, eyes still blazing and lopsided smile gleaming. It required time 
and a whole new story to be told, not a flash of terror and dismay and a screaming night that did not seem to 
have an end. It was not supposed to be shrouded in frighteningly red morning dew on a frosty day in May. 
It should not have been the shock of powerlessness and cold sweat mingling with tears, turning crystalline 
– fractals of what you were once meant to be.
You were never supposed to leave me here alone.

– Katarina Šotić



You wake up and see the sun dust, floating aimlessly, serenely. You always 
loved trying to count the specks, even as a child. You feel their hand in yours. 
It’s not sweaty despite the stuffy, summer air.
They bring you a cup of tea with a bit more honey than you like. You both 
laugh and exchange stories. You drink your tea that is almost perfect; you can 
feel the breeze, the blinding summer sunlight. Their eyes are almost grey in the 
mornings, not as blue as usual. You decide to make the next cup yourself, to get 
the honey just right.
Then they pull you back into bed.
A perfect hint of honey is a small thing to forfeit for a love that warms you so.

– Anja Paspalj

I had been waiting for you for too long.
When you arrived,
I felt her warm breath on my face and her soft skin under my fingertips.
Like when we were young.

Sorry, when I was young.
You’ll always be young, just like her.

I wanted to hold you, because you have her taste and her scent.
But my hands don’t have the strength anymore.

I wanted to dance with you, because you have her laugh
and her name.

But I haven’t got out of this wheelchair for so long.

Now you’re leaving in a storm,
just like she left, all those years ago.
But she never returned,
because of that other car on the highway.
Goodbye, June.
See you next year.

– Luka Novković

Long lazy days and white nights
And people
Outdoors
Idling unlike ants
Yet so like them
Crawling around
The pavement
In excitement
Sweaty hungry lusty
In vehement mass migration
Into the cool of the dark

– Vesna Jevtić
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I always saw July as a whimsical summer child, intended for leisure and lighthearted romance. But 
one evening at the very edge of July, I got a starry kiss that lasted until autumn, when I landed hard 
into rain, dirt and leaves. Don’t get me wrong, I still love autumn, and I still hope for a midsummer 
night’s dream. Yet when June leaps down in light green kisses and long showers of sun to leave the 
stage to July – no matter how warm and clear it is, it always smells a bit like petrichor and shadows 
of clouds that aren’t there... and if you ask me, July is just a cheerfully disguised and trying so hard 
to be happy and so very afraid of the cold October.

– Anđelka Sredojević

two cups of coffee
on a yellow table of July
forgotten
small sky mirrors with
the color of your eyes

– Belinda Belovari

I’m always thirteen in July.
It’s when time feels most negligible, revealing its 
porous nature. Not that it bothers me, I can swat 
it away at my whim. To me, it’s a pompous 
little fly. Much like flies, children are 
swarming outside, their shadows dancing 
like voodoo dolls.
In July, everything gets anchored down, 
ready to receive the sunray baptism. I 
approach the children with utmost care. 
I don’t mimic their movements very 
well, but there’s a steady improvement 
each summer. Blurting out a random 
town name allowed me to pitch in. Oh, 
the sheer happiness!
Why do I do this? Well, the alchemy of a 
summer’s child is yet beyond my reach.
Sadly, being a demigod has its limits.

– Bojan Tarabić
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Fly, August, the patron of butterflies!

For you are powerful in the fragility of your beauty,
overcoming transience through your sprightly dance.

Conscientiously fulfilling your purpose and duty – 
from where freedom comes, you prove at a glance.

Proudly you conceal your fear of snow and ice.
Be fearless, for the same August will never fly twice!

– Ana Dajević

Youth Pills: August has been a month of grime and deep melancholia. I wasn’t able to offer my affection to 
anybody, so I’ve been on my own for a while. However, one day, right after a trip to London, I met with him 
and we began to hang out, chat, and catch up. I was tipsy most of the time, I was shy and shabby, but it was 
summer, a Glaswegian and subtle summer, where the rain and the timid sun walked along through the sky. 
We then became close, too close. But things changed and I was again alone, I fought against false friends, 
missing teeth, against empty rooms to rent out.

– Libeth Libet

The thing is that you don’t care
if you’re naked

There are still words
to cover the body

while reading
on a summer beach.

Sun gazing at you
like you’re golden too.
The Sea is waiting

to wash away all of your thoughts.

You are
swimming

Embraced by words
just read

to join the blue freedom.
In the distance

glittering boats
have their messages

bottled and ready
Sending them on a journey

to Autumn
You still feel free but you know

Soon
Very soon

There will be too many words
Too few chances

to be naked on the beach
And speak beyond any language

Except those
that could again pronounce

freedom.

– Jasmina Topić
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I love September earnestly,
I do, but to be fair –

not for the smell of caramel
and ginger in the air.

Not for the bonfires on the shore
that fade into the dawn,
and sparks that flicker on your skin
until their warmth is gone.

Not for the sunlight falling shy
and slipping out of sight;
not for the waning golden leaves
that bask in meager light...

Your birthday is what makes the charm
of the nearing autumn count;
it wouldn’t mean a thing to me

if you were not around.

– Demetrius Demens

My suicidal long term plan:
Do you remember the last time that you were really happy?
Does it hurt to think about it now?
I will wait until September
I need just one more summer to be gone
Sometimes I think I was never happy, only falsely remembering
the times I was satisfied
This is not my nightmare.
Lights and music and guilt and shame,
pain and the endless need to fix it, the empty eyes afterwards…
Everything started in September,
and every sunny day could be the last.
If I hurt myself, could it hurt more than the fear?
He made me feel safe, he felt like home,
but home was always a place I wanted to leave
 

– Dhurata Hoti

Rustles – feverish, sore
Whistling – chronically loud
Eyes closed, September strides
overtaking what came before.

Weeps – rainy sweat
Whines – stormy breath
Embraced by nature rushes forth.
Who knows where it wants to go.

In a raincoat, looking at the sky,
I’m wondering: Will it arrive?

– Marija Mrvošević
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Late hours. Quietness.

Drops of rain disturb the silence,
singing.

Distant. Pale and remote
memories.

Half forgotten.
Half existing.

Awaken.   

They have dreamt
and will dream

the same fantasy
again.

For then they are free.

Only then they see,
more distinctly

through the mist.

As the rain breaks down
the clouds

and washes away the fog.

– Adnan Kurtagić

Leaves have fallen from up above
It is raining, the streets are wet
This is the time perfect for love
This is the time when you should forget
All the times when he didn’t care
All the times when he made you cry
Because tears didn’t get you anywhere
Because he’s heartless and he lied
And I know it’s not easy to walk away
To sit at home, lonely and sober
‘Cause I know you want him to stay
‘Cause he is special, just like October
But feelings for him will fade soon

And just like the birds learn how to fly
By May, or maybe June
You will learn how to say goodbye

– Teodora Ilić

October leaves,
     And

At night,
Your suitcases

Are packed;
I’m leaving,

You say.
I laugh.

In the morning,
You are near me;

Would you really let me go?
Never...
And then you disappeared.
Without a suitcase,
Without records,
Without books.
In a red dress

And white shoes.
Where?

           – Marija Stamenković
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I crawled into this street today,
asking about its end.

They told me
it was on the corner of Sound and November.

I remembered someone once telling me
everything seemed dead in November.
Maybe it was you.
Maybe it was prophesied.
For you, it ended right where it began;
for me, it ends today.
They say

the world will end with a whimper, 
not with a bang.

I say
there are twelve bangs

for twelve different endings,
and every bang leaves a trace,

for those who are looking for me
have to know which way to turn.

You, however, might waste your time
looking for me in your soundproof world.

– Jelena Petrović

I am closing my eyes and the intoxicating darkness of his leased apartment at a busy street disappears 
between my eyelashes. Lying on the floor, on that last night late in November, with two pairs of legs 
and arms, I have miraculously grown over time, I am Love and Love is me, and as it is spreading 
through my arid cells, it is recuperating my soul. I am taking a deep breath, trying to prolong 
the moment as if it could stop the time. I sense old feelings of both completeness and emptiness, 
gratitude and possessiveness; joy and fear are still pulsing in my shadow. But I am not going to 
fight against it. Not this time.

                – Tamara Zjačić

    I’ve been waiting for the bus for a while now, it’s probably not coming.
   She’s cold and harsh, but she keeps me company, understands me and embraces me.
  Before long, she places a kiss on each of my cheeks, leaving red lipstick marks, letting me know it’s time 
to go home.
 We walk together, enjoying the bittersweet melancholia she brings on all our walks.
As I open the door, we part ways and she blows one last kiss to me and slams the door behind me. I know she’s not 
mad, and we’ll see each other tomorrow.
  Tonight it’s just me, bourbon and the feeling she leaves behind.

– Vuk Isailović
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“Another square foot of snow to clean,”
You say.
Nothing square about it,

Though I always wondered
At your angular feet.

– Anđela Vidojević

December makes me think.
If I disappear, turn myself into thin air, will you breathe me in?

If I drift away, into outer space, will you name a star after me?
If I look at the sun for too long, will you wish for rain?

If I become numb, will you hide my heart in your hands?
If you disappeared, I’d forget you.

If you drifted away, I’d let you.
If you looked at the sun, I’d hide in the darkness.

If you became numb, I wouldn’t care.
If I’m destined to lose you, emptiness will drag my soul into oblivion…

– Katarina Stamenković

December was never my favorite month. It was always too hectic, too gray and snowy, 
too cold. I usually spent December studying, which added to its lack of appeal. That 
month was a silent reminder that yet another year is coming to an 
end and our lives are slowly passing by. Then, one year, 
it all changed. It was my first winter in Vienna, and 
we were at the shiny Kriskindlmarkt. People, 
their cheeks red, were drinking mulled 
wine out in the cold, smiling as if 
they had not a care in the world. 
The smell of roasted chestnuts 
pervaded the air. And his hand 
was in mine. And I thought: 
Hm, December is actually 
quite nice, after all.

              – Darija Marić
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containing poetry and flash fiction by imaginative authors

inspired by the months of the year

a compilation of tales for all time

 all the time

Time flies and tales unfold... A lot can happen in a month, 
a whole story can take place, and so can an entire project. 

CalendArt is a creative writing initiative focusing on the concept of months 
and all the interesting ideas that they can invoke. Inspired by A Calendar of Tales, 
a joint venture by Neil Gaiman and BlackBerry, and featuring images by 
visual artist and Fulbright Researcher Kathryn Zazenski, 
this unique calendar for 2017 is a true testament to creativity.

Contained in the CalendArt are exquisitely imaginative works of poetry and prose 
by gifted writers from all over the region and beyond. Within these pages, months are 
not only part of the mise-en-scène, but also protagonists (or antagonists), metaphors... 
and so much more.


